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Officials’ Comments
Organiser’s Comments (John Padget)
As a resident of Frodsham I have long thought it would make a good location for urban
orienteering. I was therefore delighted when Mike Hampton recently drew an excellent
map which allowed us to make good use of the area. The provision of ideal facilities by
the Frodsham Leisure centre was also very beneficial for putting on the event and we are
grateful to Simon Bodenham and his colleagues for their very helpful support.
I would also like to thank the DEE helpers for their usual willing and capable
contribution. The close proximity of Castle Park was another bonus as it allowed us to
put on suitable junior courses. Apologies for the delayed early start times; I hope this did
not detract from your enjoyment of the event.
Lost property: one thumb compass. Please contact the organiser if it is yours.

Planner’s Comments (Jean Payne)
When available

Controller’s Comments (Ian Watson, MDOC)
When originally asked to control Frodsham I looked at Google maps and decided that,
although it was an adequate area, it wasn't going to present too many interesting
challenges. However, a combination of alleyways, contours and Jean's planning to exploit
them produced a much better set of courses than I was expecting. The necessity to keep
juniors within the park area limited the courses there but hopefully they were OK.
Can I add my apologies for the delayed starts. Jean and Andy started putting out controls
at 0600 and I thought that would provide sufficient time. Unfortunately it took longer
than anticipated but I got lots of exercise going up and downhill on my bike!
Thanks to Jean and Andy for their efforts and to John and the rest of the DEE team for
the efficient organisation.

